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PRINCE
What do you mean you haven’t found her yet?

GRAND DUKE
Your highness, there are hundreds of eligible maidens in the kingdom, and I am but one Grand Duke. Have some patience.

PRINCE
Impossible! The girl who fits that slipper in the love of my life. I’m lost without her. I won’t rest until we find her.

GRAND DUKE
With all due respect, sire, the only thing you know for certain about this maiden is the size of her foot. Until just last week, you were consumed with courting the Baroness d’Amboise. Before that, it was the Duchess du Lac and the Countess de Camomile and the Princess of Yonderland! What is any different about this one girl?

PRINCE
The difference is that I love her. You must know what that feels like.

GRAND DUKE
Sire, true love comes with time. You’ve seen Mrs. Grand Duke. Do you really believe I fell in love with her at first sight? Heavens no.

PRINCE
What exactly is your point?

GRAND DUKE
Any maiden in the kingdom is yours for the taking, sire. Why not simply choose one and be done with it?

PRINCE
You just don’t get it, Duke.. Haven’t you ever made plans to be more than you are?? Why would you let those dreams disappear? I won’t let that happen, not this time!
suddenly, all the world shone bright like the moon and the stars on a clear summer night and I now know love can happen at first sight!

In a moment! How your life can change in a moment. Wonderful yet strange how every thing I’ve heard about is
true. In a moment, I fell in love with you.
We must go! I'm chasing a dream! Let us sally forth into the fray!

Though it's anyone's guess where I'll find my princess, it's worth each tribulation and trial!

When you're chasing a dream you must
"Chasing a Dream"--Disney Auditions--2

Go the extra mile.

Oh, I'm chasing a dream 'cause a dream makes life worthwhile.

Chasing a dream while!
All Because of a Shoe

All because of a shoe! When she ran from the ball, she gave no reason why so I searched all the land, but came up high and dry. 'Til a dish maid in rags gave the slipper a try! At
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'last my search was through. All because of a shoe!